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Headlines

Up to code:
field house
revealed
The fieldhouse joins a number
of Taylor facilities in
summer updates

Athletic Jamboree
Taylor Athletic Complex was dedicated
with a jamboree Monday featuring food
and activities and highlighted by Campus
Pastor Randy Gruendyke kicking a field
goal.

KARA HACKETT
MANAGING EDITOR

New Science Complex
Euler Science Complex saw its first week
of classes. The structure drew rave reviews
from professors, who now have more space
to operate and more capacity to do longterm projects.

Payne’s

Circle K Manager Connie Columbus addresses a crowd of Taylor students Sunday night.

Photo by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Taylor Community Saves
Polar Pops

Nearly half of campus comes out to
show support for Circle K employees

JON STROSHINE
NEWS CO-EDITOR

Subhead
Many students dine at Payne’s, but few
understand the story behind its owner,
Stephen Payne, and its menu.

Textbook Prices

Taylor students find ways to ease book
burden, aided by electronic initiatives
such as uplandcommunitybookexchange.
com and a “Free and For Sale” Facebook
page.

World
Syrian government claims doctors are giving illegal aid to “terrorists.” but patients
are treated in spite of danger.

Early Sunday, local businessman Mike Hicks was on
the fence as to whether he should lease the convenience store currently operated by Circle K. Seven hundred Taylor students got him off of it.
“I went out there, and seeing the thing Sunday night,
that was my final decision to go with it,” Hicks said. “It
just tickled me to death, just really impressive.”
Motivated by Taylor students flocking to Circle K
Sunday night to buy drinks as a show of support, Hicks
signed a lease agreement Thursday morning and will
operate a convenience store out of the location.
And Taylor students get the chance to name it.
The new store will open Monday, Sept. 10 and hold a

Saturday Hoedown highlighted Welcome
Weekend activities, as students dressed
up in Western garb and danced to a live
band.

Forecast
Weekend

FRIDAY
High: 89
Low: 69

SATURDAY
High: 82
Low: 67

SUNDAY
High: 81
Low: 68

naming contest in the following weeks, Hicks said.
“I’m horrible at ideas,” Hicks said. “If (Taylor students) could come up with something, that’d be great.”
Circle K will stay open through the end of the day
Sept. 9, capping an eventful three weeks for the local
business. Store manager Connie Columbus was first
notified Saturday, Aug. 18 of Circle K’s decision to close
its Upland location.
“I was devastated,” Columbus said. “This day and age,
it’s not easy to start over again in a job, and the more
years you have at a place, the harder it seems to be.”
MORE COVERAGE ON PAGE 3

Contraceptive Controversy
Continues
In Depth Coverage:

CHRISTEN GALL
NEWS CO-EDITOR

Hoedown

For more information about Circle K and the
naming process, follow The Echo on Facebook and
Twitter, and read next week’s newspaper.

See the HHS press release for specific guidelines
about the contraceptive mandate at www.hhs.gov/
news.

Taylor announced in a recent e-mail to the student body fending Freedom attorneys will defend them as well as
and employees that it qualifies for a temporary safe har- Louisiana College and Geneva College, both a part of the
bor from the Federal requirement to cover contraceptive Council for Christian Colleges and Universities (CCCU).
services. The safe harbor will go into effect next year dur- CCCU member Colorado Christian University has also
ing the 2013-14 school year. This gives Taylor two years filed a lawsuit bringing the total number of evangelical
to delay offering contraceptives approved by the FDA to schools that are suing the government up to six.
The Center for Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partstudents under the university’s health insurance.
This announcement was sent to the Taylor communi- nership, a division of the Department of Health and Human Services, said in an email it was
ty amidst a growing number of lawunable to comment on the pending
suits filed against the government by
court litigations of any of the evanevangelical and Catholic universities
‘We’ve always considered
gelical universities. But a HHS press
which oppose the abortive pills such
ourselves a religious insti- release on Feb. 10 explained that
as Plan B and Ella, also known as the
morning-after and week-after pill.
tution. But by the govern- churches, houses of worship, and
other similar are exempt from the
Wheaton College was the first evanment’s ruling, we don’t
mandate, but religious organizagelical institution to file a lawsuit
seem to have the backup.’
tions, including Taylor, do not qualagainst the government on July 18,
ify for a complete exemption.
but on Friday, Aug. 24, it was also the
While the contraceptive manfirst evangelical institution to have
the suit dismissed by a federal judge. Wheaton College date protects churches because of religious liberty laws,
faith-based college and universities were not considered
plans to appeal the dismissal.
“We have filed an appeal because the judge’s dismissal religious organizations exempt from the contraceptive
was not related to the merits of our argument, which is mandate until a recent policy change by the Department
that being forced to comply with a mandate that violates of Health and Human Services allowing them an extra
it religious beliefs is a violation of the College’s freedom year of safe harbor.
“The Obama administration rewrote its ‘safe harbor’
to operate in alignment with its religious convictions,”
said LaTonya Taylor, Director of Media Relations at policy to include religious institutions, giving Wheaton
and other schools one year before they must comply with
Wheaton College.
Both Biola University and Grace College and Seminary the mandate,” wrote Christianity Today on its blog early
are the most recent academic institutions to file a federal a lawsuit against the government. The Alliance DeMORE COVERAGE ON PAGE 2

FULL 7 DAY FORECAST ON PAGE 3
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When senior defensive lineman and team captain Joey
Yanaitis arrived on campus Aug. 13 for for his third season
of Taylor football, the renovations were almost complete,
the paint drying, the carpet freshly rolled.
Before Yanaitis transferred to Taylor in January 2010,
he played two seasons at Hobart College in Geneva, N.Y.
“Hobart just got new facilities before I left,” Yanaitis said.
“Now our facilities are comparable — even better.”
But Yanaitis isn’t just talking about Taylor’s new $3.2
million sports complex. He’s talking about the football
field house behind Rediger Auditorium, recently renovated
for building code compliance and operational use.
“The upstairs looks completely different,” Yanaitis said.
Through the south side door and up one flight of stairs,
the changes stop visitors in their tracks. Literally.
The staircase between the second and third floors is
gone.
When Taylor hired architect Sam Jones of Troyer Group
to review the facility for International Building Code compliance on March 1, Jones found the structure was lacking
smoke detectors and a second enclosed staircase from the
second and third floors, said Vice President for Business
Administration Ron Sutherland in an April 27 edition of
The Echo.
Sutherland met with
Football Coach Ron Korfmacher and Intercollegiate Athletics Director
“The rooms are big
Angie Fincannon near
enough now, and they
the end of May, and they
decided the best course
look good,” Yanaitis
of action was closing the
said. “It’s like, ‘This is
third floor and moving
Taylor football,’ and
the football offices and
equipment room to the
it’s something I’m
second floor.
proud of.”
“When we looked at
how much it would cost
to ‘solve the problem,’ it
was more than $50,000,”
Sutherland said. “Then we thought: Is there something
better we can do here?”
One need for football players and staff was more space
for team meetings. Korfmacher was named coach in 2008
when the football team had 56 players. Since then, the
team has grown, and this season it has an active roster of
79 players. Along with four managers and four staff assistants, 87 students are involved with the team, not including the coaching staff, so summer renovations expanded
the classroom for team meetings (initially constructed to
hold 25-30 students) to twice its former size and outfitted
the room with enough desks to accommodate the team.
The classroom expanded on what was formerly the
field house’s open upper deck, which was also closed off
to create two additional offices, a meeting room and an
equipment storage room.
“It’s more operational to be on one floor,” Korfmacher
said.
Less conspicuous changes to the facility include an
additional central heating and cooling system, new gutters and a fresh coat of paint on the building’s exterior,
according to Sutherland. Astroturf was also added in the
large open field area, and the walls were painted by the
athletic department staff.
“That was like a facelift,” Korfmacher said. “The rest
was an operational lift.”
Sutherland says other changes are still in process. Maintenance will finish installing smoke detectors throughout
the building Friday, and a door and fire escape staircase
will be installed no later than Sept. 28.
Director of Facility Services Greg Eley says there is a 6-8
week lead time for steel fire escapes with custom dimensions. The second staircase will be constructed on the east
wall of the second floor.
The field house was built to code in 1965 as a “temporary structure,” according to a Sept. 15, 1965, edition of The
MORE COVERAGE ON PAGE 2

NEWS
Stubborn Isaac storms across
Gulf Coast
usatoday.com
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Top 5 News Events of the Week

First man on moon Neil Armstrong dead at 82
chicagotribune.com

FIELD HOUSE CONTINUED

Romney gives key speech at Republican National Convention
washingtonpost.com

Jury Awards $1 Billion to Apple
in Samsung Patent Case
nytimes.com

Federal court strikes down
Texas voter identification law
latimes.com

(1) Before

new $3.2 million sports complex. He’s talking
about the football field house behind Rediger
Auditorium, recently renovated for building
code compliance and operational use.

Field House Second Floor

When senior defensive lineman and team captain Joey Yanaitis arrived on campus Aug. 13
for for his third season of Taylor football, the
renovations were almost complete, the paint
drying, the carpet freshly rolled.
Before Yanaitis transferred to Taylor in January 2010, he played two seasons at Hobart College in Geneva, N.Y.
“Hobart just got new facilities before I left,”
Yanaitis said. “Now our facilities are comparable — even better.”
But Yanaitis isn’t just talking about Taylor’s

(1) Before this summer’s renovations, the second floor of
the field house had only one accessible exit from the upper
floors. The football team met in a room designed to hold 25-30
students when it was in academic use.

(2) After the summer updates, the staircase between the
second and third floors of the field house is removed, and the
storage formerly on the second floor’s open deck was moved to
the third floor, allowing more space to expand the classroom.

(2) After

community amidst a growing number of lawsuits
filed against the government by evangelical
and Catholic universities which oppose the
Taylor announced in a recent e-mail to the stu- abortive pills such as Plan B and Ella, also
dent body and employees that it qualifies for a known as the morning-after and week-after
temporary safe harbor from the Federal require- pill.
Wheaton College was the first evangelical institution to file a lawsuit against the govern‘What you find out with laws
ment on July 18, but on Friday, Aug. 24, it was
also
the first evangelical institution to have
is that they pass the concept,
the suit dismissed by a federal judge. Wheaton
but the exact interpretaCollege plans to appeal the dismissal.
“We
have filed an appeal because the judge’s
tions get put out over time.
dismissal was not related to the merits of our
So the interpretations are
argument, which is that being forced to comply with a mandate that violates it religious
being described now.’
beliefs is a violation of the College’s freedom
to operate in alignment with its religious convictions,” said LaTonya Taylor, Director of Media
ment to cover contraceptive services. The safe Relations at Wheaton College.
Both Biola University and Grace College and
harbor will go into effect next year during the
2013-14 school year. This gives Taylor two years Seminary are the most recent academic instituto delay offering contraceptives approved by the tions to file a federal a lawsuit against the governFDA to students under the university’s health in- ment. The Alliance Defending Freedom attorneys
will defend them as well as Louisiana College
surance.
This announcement was sent to the Taylor and Geneva College, both a part of the Council

CONTRACEPTIVES CONTINUED

DCs and DAs join
Residence Life

MEREDITH SELL
STAF F WRI T ER

Rentals and E-books
Gain Popularity
Students look for alternatives to fullpriced textbooks at bookstore and online
RYAN DENNISON
CONTRIBUTOR

C

ollege is expensive, but thanks to students, staff and
technology, soon textbooks might not be.
College Board estimates the average student spends
over $1,100 annually on textbooks, but some students
have found creative ways to avoid the financial drain

of textbooks.
In the last year, a number of student-led initiatives such as the
Upland Community Book Exchange and the Taylor “Free and For Sale”
Facebook page have become options for students searching for a deal.
Both allow students to post books they no longer use, search the listings for books they need and negotiate trades or purchases directly
with the owner.
“I’m not a big fan of e-books, but sometimes they’re the cheapest
option,” said senior Andrew Dillon. Dillon usually buys books online
or shares them with other students to cut costs.
Campus Store employee Shelly Curtis says this represents a trend
she has seen over the past four years.
“Students are more technology-savvy now when it comes to buying textbooks,” Curtis said. “They’re looking everywhere to find better
deals. We’ve started doing the same thing. Our textbook buyer searches
everywhere, just like the students do.”
With additional options to purchase or rent from websites like

Monday

U PL A N D L A B O R D AY
PA R A D E
Main Street Upland
10 a.m.

Tuesday

Amazon, one might expect the campus bookstore to struggle. But Matt
Voss, Taylor Campus Store Manager instead welcomes the change.
“Competition’s not bad,” Voss said. “It’s giving us an opportunity
to be more transparent with students through our website. We’re
changing the way we price
‘Students are more
and buy our books, and it
usually means lower prices.
technology-savvy now
But when it doesn’t, we can
when it comes to buymore easily let students
know w h en our pric e s
ing textbooks. They’re
aren’t competitive.” Voss
looking everywhere to
says about forty percent of
find better deals. We’ve
the store’s books are rentable after only one year of
started doing the same
offering book rentals and
thing. Our textbook
the store’s options to rent
will continue to expand.
buyer searches everyAnother potential
where, just like the
cost-saving solution
students do.’
already gaining some traction nationally is an “open
textbook” program. These
programs offer free, general education textbooks produced under
licensing by Creative Commons.
As open textbooks and book exchanges grow in popularity, students can gain valuable real-world experience, and save thousands of
dollars at the same time.

M E N A N D W OM E N ’ S T E N N I S
V E R SU S H U N T I N GT O N
Huntington University
4 p.m.
M E N ’ S S O C C E R V E R SU S
A S BU RY
Asbury University
6 p.m.

In The Loop
Wednesday
V O L L EY B A L L V E R SU S
GOSHEN
Goshen College
7 p.m.

Discipleship Coordinators (DCs)
and Discipleship Assistants (DAs)
are working under Residence Life
and Student Development this
year instead of Campus Ministries.
Dean of Student Development
Skip Trudeau began considering
the shift when he started working
with Taylor Student Development
more than a decade ago. Trudeau
believes the new connection
will encourage PA and DA
collaboration.
“Primarily Taylor University
Student Development is about
discipleship,” Trudeau said. “This
was a way to strengthen that
program.”
The decision to move the
discipleship program was made
during the summer, when a new
position of Director of Residence
Life Programs was created. Sara
Hightower, former Olson Hall
director, was given the job, which
aims to connect residence life
with other campus groups, such
as Taylor Student Organization
(TSO) and the Honors Guild.
The discipleship program
became part of Hightower’s
responsibilities.
Hightower,

Thursday

Discipleship Supervisor Felicia
Case and assistant hall directors
train and guide the student
discipleship leaders. Hightower
meets regularly with the DCs
while Case and the assistant hall
directors meet with the DAs.
Steve Morley, Associate Dean
of Students and Director of
Residence Life, said the new
arrangement takes advantage of
existing relationships between
hall directors, PAs, DCs and DAs.
It aims for the improvement of
discipleship and residence hall life
by making DCs and DAs part of
the residence life team.
The shift added a day to DC and
DA training in which the student
leaders worked with those on
their wings or floors in an exercise
called “Behind Closed Doors.”
The counseling center presented
scenarios with different emotional
and behavioral problems. Students
talked through ways of assessing
the situations and discussed how
to respond positively. The goal was
to equip students with practical
hands-on experience and give
them confidence as campus
leaders.

Friday

M E N ’ S T E N N I S V E R SU S
GOSHEN
Goshen College
4 p.m.

M E N ’ S S O C C E R V E R SU S H O LY
C R O S S 		
Taylor
4 p.m.

W OM E N ’ S T E N N I S V E R SU S
GOSHEN
Taylor
4 p.m.

M E N ’ S A N D W OM E N ’ S C C O N U
INVITE
Olivet Nazarene University
5 p.m.

LOCAL
POLAR POPS CONTINUED

Columbus’ boss informed the rest of the employees of
the planned closing Monday, Aug. 20.
When Taylor Dean of the School of Professional and
Graduate Studies Connie Lightfoot visited the store
that day, Circle K assistant manager Tina Wallace notified her of the closing. Lightfoot then wrote a message regarding the closing which was distributed to
Taylor students and employees Tuesday, Aug. 21.
“My role was simply a tiny cog in getting the word
out,” Lightfoot said via email. “The relationships I
have made with the staff of Circle K are important
to me.”
The news inspired Taylor juniors Josh Bate and
Tom Rutzen to support the convenience store by or-

“It should be on everybody’s bucket list of a
track to see because of just how well-prepared
it is.”

GAS CITY SPEEDWAY
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ganizing a group visit through Facebook called the
“Biggest Polar Pop run you’ve ever seen!” Little did
they know how many people would agree to participate.
“We were just expecting maybe 100 people the first
day,” Rutzen said. “The first day there was over 400
people.”
In all, more than 700 students accepted the Facebook invitation to attend the event. Sunday night, students rallied in support of Circle K and its employees,
swarming the convenience store to buy Polar Pops,
the store’s signature 32-ounce soft drink. Columbus
estimated almost 800 were sold that evening.
“It’s just amazing, and the support is awesome,”
said Circle K employee Paula Keller. “It’s nice to know
that they care . . . about us, as much as we actually

care about them.”
Students arrived en masse around 10 p.m. and were
still waiting in line at 11 p.m. Cheers periodically
sounded from the crowd, for everything from honking passers-by to a speech by Columbus.
“We enjoyed seeing the kids,” Columbus said. “We
enjoyed seeing them have fun, and we were having
fun with them. I stayed pumped up for two days after
that . . . . It really lifted all of us.”
While Taylor students organized and executed their
visit, plans for new management were in the works.
Hicks first heard of the closing through a relative
of one of his employees. Last week Hicks contacted
National Oil and Gas, Inc., which owns the property
currently leased to Circle K, about the possibility of
managing the location.
“It was pretty hectic there for a while,”
said Gene Moser, President of National Oil,
speaking of the transition in management.
“We thought we’d have a closed store, originally.”
Hicks’ decision kept that from happening, and his previous work with National

Oil sealed the deal. Hicks buys gas from National Oil
for the Marathon he manages in Swayzee, Ind., in addition to operating a Phillips 66 gas station in Gas
City and a Subway restaurant in Sweetser, Ind.
“He’s an excellent dealer for us and runs good stores,”
said National Oil Sales Representative Jeff White. “No
reason to believe he won’t do the same there.”
Monday, Hicks and White met with a Circle K official to discuss the transition. That evening, Hicks told
White he would lease the location from National Oil,
then made it official Thursday.
Noble Roman’s and Marathon gas will both remain
at the location when the new business takes over, according to Hicks and White. Hicks also said he will
extend job offers to current Circle K employees to
run his store, ending unemployment concerns for
the staff.
But there will be one notable change from the Polar
Pop era.
“It’s actually the exact same 32 ounce pop, but it’s
ten cents cheaper . . . at my store,” Hicks said. “They’ll
actually [save] money.”

More than 700 Taylor students, faculty and local residents rush Upland’s Circle K Sunday night as part of the student-organized “Biggest Polar Pop run you’ve ever seen!” Circle K workers estimate more than 800 Polar Pops were sold throughout
the day.
Photo Essay By Timothy P. Reithmiller

Local Speedway
provides fun for more
than 16 years
Gas City Speedway continues
schedule with races tonight
JORDAN MILLER
Staff Wirter

G

Forecast
Weekly

For more than half a century, whenever two full moons appeared in a single month (which happens on average every 3
years), the second has been christened a “Blue Moon.” In our lexicon, we describe an unusual event as happening “Once in
a Blue Moon.” This expression was first noted back in 1821 and refers to occurrences that are rare.

Today In History

South Bend

Indiana
Weather
Today

Weather Fact

1954 - Hurricane Carol swept across eastern New England killing sixty persons and causing 450 million dollars damage. It was the first of three hurricanes to affect New England that year. (David Ludlum)
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as City gives friday night lights a new
meaning.
Instead of the beat of a marching
band, it is the roar of engines. Instead of
the smell of fireworks after a touchdown,
it is the smell of gasoline fumes fills the air.
Despite sensory overload, spectators’ eyes are
glued to the track. They’re here for one thing: racing.
For more than 16 years, fans and drivers have
gathered at Gas City Speedway for races involving a
variety of sprint cars, stock cars and other modified
race cars.
The tight quarter-mile track provides spectators
with high-speed bumper-to-bumper action. Bobby
Taylor of New Palestine, Ind., is an avid fan of the
speedway.
“This type of racing is more competitive than
NASCAR and IndyCar,” Taylor said. “Sprint car racing
is the most exciting form of motorsport in the world.
The fact that Gas City is a tight bullring adds to the
close racing action.”
Even drivers believe the Gas City Speedway brings
out the best in dirt
racing. Ohio native
Cody Gardner, driver “This type of racing is
and fan of the speed- more competitive than
way, says it has the
NASCAR and IndyCar.
kind of racing that
Sprint car racing is
satisfies his hunger.
the
most exciting form
“As small as it is,
of motorsport in the
it’s action packed the
world. The fact that
whole time,” Gardner
said. “From watching
Gas City is a tight
in the stands or even
bullring adds to the
in the driver’s seat,
close
racing action.”
it’s constant racing
going on the whole
time.”
Gardner also appreciates that fans can meet the
drivers in the pit area before the races begin and check
out their cars and trailers.
With only a handful of races left in the season, Gas
City Speedway looks to provide pure and competitive
racing for fans and drivers like Gardner.
“It should be on everybody’s bucket list of a track
to see because of just how well-prepared it is,” Gardner
said. “I’ve been there four times this year, and every
time it’s just awesome to watch, to drive. It don’t matter.”
Gates open Friday at 4 p.m., and races start at
7:30 p.m. Race admission is $12 or $6 with a student ID.

W RLD

At the base of all the stories of violent chaos looms
one infamous individual, Bashar al-Assad.
“A REALITY OF DECEPTION”
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PRAYER FOR THE MASSES

INTERNATIONAL DOCTORS UNDERCOVER
Medical staff defies Syrian government, provides care for wounded civilians
despite threats of arrest
CLAIRE HADLEY
W O RLD STAF F WRI TER

Global missions organization goes new direction with media ministry, broadcasts
prayer via web video
KARI TRAVIS
WORLD EDITOR

OneWay Ministries, a non-profit mission based in Chicago, is built on what Taylor students and summer interns
seniors Don Schember, Renee Kropf and Adara Haley
called a prayer-centered world focus.
But this focus doesn’t always involve work overseas.
Rather, the organization depends on use of media and
the internet to achieve its goal of reaching the masses
for Christ.
The newest branch of OneWay, Prayercast.com, is an
online effort launched in 2006 for the purpose of educating Christians about social and religious issues around
the globe. Prayercast’s method
for ministry is straightforward:
combine film footage of a countr y with a thought-provoking
prayer to create a short online
video.
“When I came to OneWay and
found out about the videos we
would be making I thought, I’m
going to be making videos for
people to watch?” Kropf said.
“That’s not the same as sending
food, or giving medicine or anything. But one thing that was reiterated was that prayer
is powerful. When we pray it’s not our power, but God’s
power that is channeled through.”
Throughout the summer, Kropf worked hard to produce
more prayer videos for the website by gathering film
footage from around the globe. The task, which required
intense research and information gathering from international sources, was time-consuming, Kropf said.
The result was well worth the workload.
“Hundreds of thousands from different countries around
the world go on these Prayercasts every day,” Kropf said.
“So people all around the world are involved in that. Once
they watch the video they can . . . punch the button to say,
‘I prayed for this country.’”

Schember, who worked on the audio recordings for
the prayer videos, said he too was amazed by the type
of impact that such a ministry as OneWay can have on
the world.
“People in different countries record these prayers,”
Schember said. “ Their [OneWay ’s] goal is to have a
Prayercast video for every country in the world. That’s
something that they really want to mobilize and make big.”
Prayercast currently reaches more than 80 countries
through the medium of its videos, according to the OneWay website. Over the summer alone, Schember, Kropf
and several other interns from
across the U.S. put together videos for Indonesia and Ireland
and started video projects for
several other countries.
Although OneWay ’s Prayercast is a small ministry with very
broad goals, the organization
believes that the use of media
will enable them to spread the
gospel farther than ever before,
Schember said.
“I believe that music and the
use of someone’s ear, listening to people talk, or listening
to stories, the ear is one of the most influential things on
a person, in a society,” Schember added.
Though a U.S.-based missions internship may not seem
to offer the same potential for world impact as a ministry
trip abroad, Haley, Kropf and Schember said they learned
small efforts at home can sometimes make the biggest
difference around the world.
“ We all had to work together for this bigger picture,”
Haley said. “We all had to use our gifts, and they would
be tied together for a bigger cause. It was cool to see the
difference . . . because this was doing foreign ministry
from home, from the states. Seeing how God can use
anyone, anywhere for people anywhere.”

“Their goal is to have a Prayercast
video for every country in the
world. That’s something that they
really want to mobilize and make
big.”

AL-ASSAD, SYRIA’S CON MAN
What you didn’t know about today’s biggest tyrant, out in
the open and under the microscope

Death rate:

3.67 deaths/1,000 population (2012 est.)
country comparison to the world: 208 worst

TURKEY

Ethnic groups:

Arab 90.3%, Kurds, Armenians and other 9.7%

Photo by MSF - USA Association
Brian Moller. Australian anesthetic nurse

need, going well out of their way to skirt
checkpoints and other military operations.
Some patients come from as far as 93 miles
away.
A majority of patients are men, but up to
one in 10 are women, and approximately one
in five are younger than 20, MSF said. As of
mid-August, MSF admitted more than 300
patients and carried out 150 surgeries, twothirds of which were emergency procedures,
according to the MSF medical team.
The medical field hospital has about a
dozen beds, a sterilization room, an operating room, an emergency resuscitation room
and a recovery room, but it is poorly supplied
and understaffed.
Katherine Holte, a Danish surgeon on the
team said other, more rudimentary hospitals
around the country learned about the villa
and started sending their own patients.
Keeping with the trend of goodwill under
the threat of oppression, another MSF group
will admit about 50 injured Syrians a month
to a reconstructive surgery project in Amman,
Jordan. They are also offering psychological
support and primary care to Syrian refugees
in Lebanon.
An additional group of Syrian doctors is
doing what they can to help the medical system in Turkey cope with the influx of refugees
by offering free medical services to many of
the 5,000 sick and wounded in Hatay, Jordan.
In the past two weeks up to 5,000 refugees a
day have been crossing into Turkey, and the
government has been warned by the UN that
up to 200,000 could flee there if the situation
worsens.
“After this clinic was opened we felt very
comfortable coming here rather than going
to a Turkish hospital. We can understand the
doctors here, we speak the same language. I
think Syrians feel happy that this clinic is here.”
said Emahmad, a Syrian female refugee.

AROUND THE WORLD
London

CY PRUS

KARI TRAVIS
WORLD EDITOR

A secret field hospital in Syria operated by
seven international doctors opened in June
to care for victims of rebellion efforts to force
President Bashar al-Assad from power and
end the Arab Spring.
The organization behind the operation is
Doctors Without Borders (Medecins Sans
Frontieres or MSF), an international organization that provides emergency medical care to
millions of people caught in crises throughout
more than 60 countries, according to Sandra
Murillo, Senior Press Officer for MSF.
MSF is working alongside more than 50
Syrian medical staff as wounded citizens pour
into its hospital, a facility located in an underconstruction villa in an undisclosed city.
The Syrian government knows that the hospital exists but the location is hidden, said
Brian Moller, an Australian anesthetic nurse
who worked with the operation, according to
The Associated Press.
“They did not appreciate or like our presence,” Moller added.
This is why the availability and willingness
of Syrian medical staff to help out is impressive, given the context of the government’s
rejection of the program and threat of arrest,
he added.
The Syrian government, which claims MSF
is giving illegal aid to “terrorists,” has been
unable to find the hospital due to its covert
location, said The Associated Press.
But wounded civilians, not terrorists, are
the ones MSF staffers treat in makeshift operating rooms.
These efforts have sometimes brought
promising results. One such story is of a
14-year-old boy, admitted to the MSF hospital
after suffering respiratory failure and fluid
overload, said Kelly Dilworth, an MSF anesthetist in a statement to MSF. Inadequate care
after a spleen removal at another location
paralyzed the youth on a stretcher when he
arrived, but after a few days recuperating he
left smiling, feeling safe and healthy.
Some stories are not so encouraging.
Many patients underwent surgical procedures at other locations before being sent to
MSF. The lack of sanitary facilities and the
strain of travel without proper recovery time
caused those patients to suffer infection and
illness. Scarce supplies and minimal facilities at the MSF hospital also made it difficult
for doctors to ease patients’ pain effectively,
though they did their best to provide lasting
care.
Ninety percent of procedures are due to
violence, predominantly from explosions and
shelling, said Kelly Dilworth, an MSF anesthetist. About 60 percent of victims suffer from
explosions and 40 percent from gunshot
wounds. The wounded sometimes take days
to travel only a few miles for the help they

Population growth rate:
LEBANON

-0.797% (2012 est.)

IRAQ

country comparison to the world: 225 worst

One country’s name is bleeding all over newsfeeds these days.
Let’s face it. Syria is a big deal. Every week the desks of CNN,
The Associated Press and the BBC groan under the weight
of stories about Syrian civil war, government overthrow and
human rights abuse. And at the base of all the stories of violent
Religions:
chaos looms one infamous individual.
Sunni Muslim (Islam-official) 74%, other Muslim (Alawite, Druze) 16%, Christian 10%
President Bashar al-Assad, the man who never should have
held that title.
Bashar’s rise to power began with the government of his
And if that wasn’t enough of a roadblock, the constitution
father, Hafiz al-Assad, who became president of Syria in 1971
also required the president to be a member of the regional
following political unrest and external wars with Israel. Hafiz
command for the ruling Baath party.
rose from a minority sect in Syria to rule via a repressive govBashar fulfilled neither requirement.
ernment that would cement the fragile state into a stronger
Fortunately for this up-and-coming leader, the Syrian parliaframework and prevent the eruption of Syrian civil war, accordment formed a committee to further amend the constitution
ing to a study from the Middle East Journal.
so that the son, not the vice presidents, could succeed the
It was a legacy of trust followed by a reality of deception.
deceased Hafiz. The Baath military
While father Hafiz al-Assad
leadership also moved quickly to
was running the country, rumors
Not only was Bashar under qualified to
appoint Bashar to the top seat of
spread that he was also grooming
the Baath party.
son Bashar for a turn as Syria’s presimeet the original, legal age limit, but he
All these actions took place while
dent, an archived news report from
government security forces closed
CNN reported. But when Hafiz died
was not eligible to inherit the presidenairports and blocked the Syrian and
in 2000, it became obvious that his
Lebanese borders to hold back outtial seat under any legal terms.
preparations for Bashar’s rule were
side opposition, according to the
incomplete. The Syrian parliament
Middle East Journal.
had to amend its constitution to
Taking this information into
lower the 40-year-old age stipulaaccount, here is the bottom line.
tion for presidential candidates so Bashar, 38, could legally
Based upon his background and rise to power, the Bashar
step into the role.
al-Assad of today is exactly who we should expect him to be.
Now here’s the real kicker.
His upbringing under Hafiz al-Assad and the shaky beginnings
Not only was Bashar under qualified to meet the original,
of his regime all contribute to the crumbling condition of Syria.
legal age limit, but he was not eligible to inherit the presiAnd while the crimes in Syria are incomprehensible, when put
dential seat under any legal terms. According to the Syrian
into context, it isn’t hard to understand why the inner circle of
constitution, the presidential successor had to be one of Hafiz
al-Assad’s regime is spinning into a death trap.
al-Assad’s two vice presidents.
ISRAEL

JO RDAN

SAUDI ARABIA

About 2,600 university students may be deported from
Britain after their institution,
London Metropolitan University,
was stripped of of its ability to
sponsor student visas, according
to The Associated Press.

China
Chinese officials are willing
to buy more EU government
bonds to prevent the continuing
decline of the world economy
and the demand for Chinese
exports, according to Reuters.

Edmonton, Canada
High school teacher Lyndon
Dorval may be fired after giving students zeros for missed
assignments, according to
Reuters. Dorval’s career began
plummeting when he defied
his school’s no-zero marking
policy.

Canberra, Australia
Middle East refugees continue to f lood Australian
shores in a “closing down sale”
South Sudan, Africa
as Australian officials look to
enforce stricter deportation
Oil fields are too damaged policies starting in September,
for drilling following Suda- according to The Associated
nese military clashes in April, Press.
according to The Associated
Press. Production may resume
in almost a year, Sudanese officials said.

Science & Tech

Excitement is growing as Curiosity lives up to its
namesake.
“THROUGH CURIOSITY’S EYES”
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LOOKING INTO EULER
‘Euler allows us now to begin doing research — even with students at
the freshman level.’
DAVID ADAMS
S&T EDITOR

Among the many innovative features that comprise
the Euler Science Complex, what many faculty are most
excited about is something decidedly more simple.
“To have natural light in my office and in the classrooms I teach in . . . it just changes everything for me,”
said Jeff Cramer, associate Professor of Computer Science and Engineering.
Cramer said having a floor-to-ceiling window in his
office is “night and day different.”
“Night and day” is an appropriate way to compare
Euler, which opened in July, to its predecessor the Nussbaum Science Center. Euler offers nearly three times as
much space as Nussbaum, according to Taylor’s 201213 catalog — a crucial detail considering 138 students
in the freshman class have declared majors within the
School of Natural and Applied Sciences.
“We’ve been bursting at the seams for many years,”
Cramer said.
Nussbaum offered no room for expansion within
Cramer’s department or other academic departments.
Cramer said Euler offers a project room “nearly six
times as large” as the old one, granting computer science and engineering students and professors the ability to work together in a dedicated space.
Faculty from several other departments also added
their praise of Euler’s expanded academic opportunities. In the science department’s fall newsletter, Mathematics Department Chair Mark Colgan wrote, “The
spacious new Math Lab and adjoining Math Resource
Room will allow math education students to explore
the latest innovations in teaching mathematics . . . .”
Biology Department Chair Jan Reber said she looked
forward to working on long-term research projects with
her students and fellow faculty.
“When you can’t run semester-long projects, you can’t
do research,” Reber said. “Euler allows us now to begin
doing research — even with students at the freshman
level — just to get them interested and find out what
research really involves.”
Beyond the sciences, Euler is a tangible sign of
Taylor’s commitment to stewardship, not only as an
example to other universities but also to the surround-

ing community, said Kassie Jahr, Euler’s Director of
Facilities and Program Coordinator.
“For the community as a whole, it’s very nice to be
able to have a building that we can use as a tool to help
educate our surrounding communities about sustainability and some of our efforts in that realm,” Jahr said.
Jahr is offering tours and other programs on sustainability to grade school students as well as Taylor
students and others interested in becoming more environmentally aware.
Taylor is pursuing certification from Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), an organization that sets standards for sustainable buildings. Jahr
said she anticipates Taylor will receive word on Euler’s
certification status by the end of the school year. If
granted, Euler would be the first building on campus
to receive LEED certification, according to the Indiana
Economic Digest.
Apart from academic and environmental benefits,
Euler offers new settings where students can study
and relax.
“This building is very unique because it’s not just an
academic building,” Jahr said. “It’s also a social building
because we have the atrium.”
The atrium is a nearly 10,000 square-foot area of
common space open daily to students, faculty and staff.
Dean of Natural and Applied Sciences Bill Toll
believes these interactive areas will change the way
students and faculty interact.
“Research shows that students actually learn more
when you have space available (to relax and socialize),” Toll said. “I think it fits in with Taylor’s idea of
intentional community, but also it’s an academically
sound thing to do.”
Reber said opening Euler has revitalized her and
other faculty within the school of science.
“It’s not just a functional building,” Reber said. “It’s a
beautiful building. It’s a building that we enjoy being in.
It’s a building that just makes us excited all over again
like when we first started teaching.”
Explore Euler yourself from 3 to 6 p.m today.
Tours depart at 3 and 4 p.m. All students are welcome.

Students will find a tiled a mosiac at the bottom of the spiral staircase in Euler.
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JURY SERVES HISTORIC VERDICT:
APPLE AWARDED $1B IN PATENT DISPUTE
KYLE CARRUTHERS
COPY EDITOR

A jury of seven men and two women awarded Apple Inc. just over $1 billion in damages in its patent infringement
lawsuit against Samsung Electronics on Aug. 24, according to Ars Technica.
“We make these products to delight our customers, not for our competitors to flagrantly copy,” Apple said in a
statement to The New York Times. “We applaud the court for finding Samsung’s behavior willful and for sending
a loud and clear message that stealing isn’t right.”
The case regarded Apple’s claim that Samsung copied the design of its iPhone and iPad when designing the
Samsung Galaxy line of phones and tablets. The patents in question were for cosmetic appearance such as the
rounded corners of Apple’s devices and the user interface, including specific features such as pinching to zoom
and the way the screen behaves when the user scrolls to the end of pages.
Samsung unsuccessfully countersued Apple for patent infringement regarding 3G wireless connectivity and
sending pictures, Fox News reported.

In its statement to The New York Times, Samsung remarked, “It is unfortunate that patent law can be manipulated to give one company a monopoly over rectangles with rounded corners, or technology that is being improved
every day by Samsung and other companies.”
In its closing statement, Apple asked for $2.5 billion in damages and a sales ban on Samsung phones. The jury
ruled Samsung’s infringement was willful, The Guardian reported, which accounted for the large punitive cost.
The jury reached a decision after only two and a half days of deliberation, according to Ars Technica. It is yet to
be determined if a sales ban will be placed on the Galaxy phones. U.S. District Judge Lucy Koh, who oversaw the
original case, has scheduled a hearing on Sept. 20 to determine the possibility of such bans.
The recently released Galaxy S III was not included on the list of devices Apple wished to have banned, according
to The Washington Post. Some decisions of the jury could be overturned by a federal circuit court, though The
Guardian reported this court would have power to triple the amount in damages Samsung must pay.

THROUGH CURIOSITY’S EYES
CURIOSITY CONTINUES TO TEST ITS MOBILITY, SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AND VOICE

ALEX MELLEN
COPY EDITOR

E

ven a robot on a mission can stop and have some fun once
in awhile. Curiosity, the Mars rover that arrived on the Red
Planet Aug. 5, broadcast rapper will.i.am’s specially-written
pop anthem “Reach for the Stars” from the surface of Mars
Tuesday, Reuters reported.
It’s a study break for the rover on its two-year mission to examine the
geological and chemical makeup of the Red Planet. After a long flight
and a dramatic landing, Curiosity has stretched its wheels, peered inside
a rock and given Mars its first shout-out from Earth. And the journey
NASA scientists have been planning for almost a decade is just beginning.
After rotating its wheels Aug. 21, Curiosity did a short Martian shuffle
the next day, wheeling forward, turning 120 degrees and wheeling backward, according to The Guardian. It still resides at Bradbury Landing,
named for science fiction author Ray Bradbury, The New York Times
said, but the test was crucial.
“It couldn’t be more important,” Peter C. Theisinger, mission project
manager, told The New York Times. “I mean, we built a rover. So unless
the rover roves, we really haven’t accomplished anything.”
Curiosity will spend the next two years driving through a crater and
climbing Mount Sharp, a 3.4-mile-high mountain inside the crater, The
New York Times reported. Its primary mission is to search for evidence
that Mars could have supported microbial life.
“Curiosity can’t tell the type of life — just gasses and chemicals,” said
Taylor physics professor Hank Voss about the rover’s sensors and instruments. Instead, it’s equipped to detect hydrogen, an indicator of water.
Voss explained the value of a search for water on Mars. He and many
scientists believe water existed on Mars in the past and possibly exists
there today. If so, microbial life, such as Earth extremophiles that can
survive the vacuum of space, could survive on Mars.
Among other tools that aid its search, Curiosity is equipped with a
laser that ionizes rocks to determine their interior makeup. According
to CNN, Curiosity shot a rock nicknamed “Coronation” 30 times in a
10-second period with the high-intensity laser. The laser’s analyzer, called

the ChemCam, then studied the
resulting gases from 10 feet away.
Curiosity’s tools are good for
more than geology experiments.
The New Scientist reported
one device that uses X-rays to
determine the composition of
an object is being repurposed
to help archaeologists examine
artifacts without damaging them.
One of Curiosity’s instruments
has added to Mars instead of taking from it. The Washington Post
reported the first voice on Mars
belonged to NASA Administrator Charles Bolden. Curiosity
broadcast his recorded message
Monday, which included Bolden
congratulating his team and
lauding Curiosity’s achievements.
These achievements could
even include providing clues
about life on Earth. Voss noted
that any results gathered by Curiosity or future rovers might point
to either creation or evolution as the catalyst for life.
Excitement is growing as Curiosity lives up to its namesake. Voss,
who decided to study physics after seeing men land on the moon, said
Curiosity will produce a similar spike in the “inspirational atmosphere”
he felt after the moon landing.
Astronaut Buzz Aldrin noted in USA Today that he expects a manned
mission to Mars in the near future. According to Voss, any water, ice or
hydrogen found on Mars could be useful resources for astronauts on
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future missions.
Voss added that Curiosity’s success will inspire scientists everywhere
to be bold in trying new things.
“You need to get people to look beyond what is normally done,” Voss
said. “Everybody likes to do things the same way, but when you demonstrate technology on another planet with this much sophistication, it
lifts the spirits.”

LIFE & TIMES
Remembering
Adam Such

Reaching out to the community — students
and faculty take the plunge into volunteer
work.
“TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STEPS OUT WITH
COMMUNITY PLUNGE”
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By Rachel Vachon

LIFE&TIMES /FEATURES CO-EDITOR

He carried a
ukulele, received
his nickname from
a French waiter
and would stay up
till 4 a.m. reading
his Bible. He was
passionate, yet
unassuming.
Confident, but
humble.

This is how those who knew
Adam Such remember him.
Adam (Tre) Such III was an
influential presence in the lives
of those around him. He was
an honors student who,
according to Professor of Biology Jan Reber, did doctoral-level
work in high school. He was also a Biology Pre-Med major living on Third Center Wengatz. Despite his quietness, Dean of
Student Development Skip Trudeau said he was “phenomenally
bright.”
Those who personally knew Adam said he was a man of God
who lived and led with authority and confidence. His friend,
Zach Reiner, said Adam was also very disciplined.
“Adam was the definition of a man.” Reiner said. “He had some
kind of unspoken authority.”
Adam had a passion balanced with a humble and quiet nature.
“Adam was a true Christian warrior in every sense of the word,”
friend Ethan Koshnick said. “He was an inspiration, a leader
and a friend that will be dearly missed by many on this campus.”
Excited about athletics, Adam trained off-season with the Taylor
football team during the spring of his freshman year, Head Football

Coach Ron Korfmacher said. Off-season training included workouts and weight lifting. This year would have
been his first full season playing with the football team.
Although he was on the team for a brief time, Korfmacher described Adam as hardworking and focused, a
quality Adam’s friends also witnessed.
“No matter what it was, Adam poured his heart and
soul into it,” friend Deven Berger said.
“There was nothing at which Tre did not excel: hard
work and determination were some of his strongest attributes,” said Sofia Cabrejas, another friend of Adam’s.
Adam possessed qualities that spoke volumes of a life
lived well and will leave a mark on his family, friends and
the Taylor community. Those who knew him feel the void
his loss has created.
“The world is a lesser place without him, but his light
still shines within all of us who had the privilege of meeting him,” Koshnick said.
To remember Adam’s life, Campus Pastor Randy Gruendyke, along with five representatives from the different
departments Adam was involved in, are working together to hold a memorial service for Adam at 7 p.m. on Sept.
6 in the Smith Hermanson Recital Hall. The service will honor the various aspects of his life.
Trudeau said the service is a chance to not only remember Adam,
but to remember that Christians don’t grieve without hope.
Trudeau also encourages
students to take time to grieve
their loss and support one another.
“Make sure that you talk
about it and not avoid grieving and not avoid asking questions about it,” Trudeau said.
“Find that solace within those
people who are going through
the same thing, as well as
hall directors and counselors
. . . to help provide a perspective to help with that as well.”

WHERE
TO
CHILL
IN

Euler

‘Adam was the
definition of a
man. He had
some kind
of unspoken
authority.’

Community

Plunge

Influential
Presence

Students wait
for vans to
take them to
their various
volunteer
opportunities.

By Katelyn Irons
Though freshmen and new students may participate to fulfill a requirement for New Student
Orientation, many other people are getting involved, as well. According to Rayburn, faculty
members, campus employees, upperclassmen
and social work and psychology classes signed up
to participate.
Assistant Director of Admissions Jess Cuthbert,
who also teaches in the Media Communication
department, had her upper-level public relations
class participate in the day of service.
“I believe it is important to be involved and
serve in our local community, and second, it is a
valuable time to get to know each other outside of
the formal classroom setting,” Cuthbert said.
Community Plunge began Thursday, and will continue through Saturday, Sept. 1, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Students can also volunteer during the Matthews Covered Bridge Festival on the weekend of
Sept. 8-9 in the ticket booth or food trucks. Students can sign up at tinyurl.com/communityplunge.

Introduce
Service

Photos by Micah Hancock

Across
1. Perspicacious
5. Inactivity
6. Idiom
7. Voter
Down
1. Scam
2. Foreword
3. Adjure
4. Quisling

Little Trojan

Painting fences and making friends.
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Zachary Beeson volunteers at Upland Community Church.

By Katy Backode

STAFF WRITER

Adjacent to the Nussbaum Science Center is the 137,000 square
foot Euler Science Complex. Speckled with padded orange
benches, green and purple couches and sleek black stools, questions have arisen as to whether the approximated $200,000
spent on lounge and Atrium seating, side tables and coffee tables will prove a wise investment.
Caleb Stevenson, a sophomore Mathematics, Computer Science and Systems major, is one of the many students who call
Euler their new home.
“I think that the investment for seating was good,” Stevenson
said. “My wing has even discussed having events in there in order to use the projectors.”
It can be questioned if the Atrium area of the complex will
be used by students in a way similar to the Student Union or
Galleria considering the crowded use of those other study facilities and the Complex’s location have circulated campus. Euler
is closer to residence halls such as Olson, Wengatz, Gerig and
English than the Union.
“(Euler) provides additional areas for people to go and nonscience majors an opportunity to use the facility as they don’t
have classes in Euler,” said Lauren Bishop, a sophomore Business Management major.
Although the layout and design of the new complex is widely
praised by students and staff, ideas for improvement are already
proposed.
“I think it would be nice to have something in there to bring in
other students as well — maybe pop or snack machines,” Bishop
said.
The main Atrium and other areas with seating do not have
vending machines. Stevenson suggested a coffee shop, similar
to the Student Union’s Jumping Bean, would put the seating to
better use. This would also provide more jobs for students on
campus.
Stevenson also proposed a change in the location of some of
the seating.
“I enjoy the Reade seating with benches outside the classrooms,” he said. “I noticed Euler does not have that feature . . .
I’m the type of kid who likes to get to class early, and it’s a great
place to sit.”
Despite the school year just beginning, the Atrium in the
Euler Science Complex has already attracted many students. In
reference to more than just science majors using the facility, Stevenson said, “(the Complex) may have a lasting impression on
the student populace.”
Euler Science Complex Atrium’s seating has been popularly
used within the first week of school. The majority of students
have already peeked inside Euler in order to view the new building, and the number of students expected to make return visits
are high. This is a result of the excitement of a new building and
the accessible seating.

Widely
Praised

COPY EDITOR

Through Community Plunge, Taylor pushes its
students out into the areas around Upland, challenging them to get involved, volunteer and give
back. Since 1993, Taylor students have been taking the plunge into volunteer work that introduces them to the businesses and people in the community around Taylor.
During Community Plunge, students have the
opportunity to volunteer in over 25 different places including Red Barn, Upland Garden Club, Matthews Lion’s Club, the University Nursing Center
and Upland Community Church. “Community
Plunge comes at just the right time in the season
for Upland Community Church (UCC),” said Nancy Gruendyke, Office Coordinator of UCC. “This is
our most busy time of the year as we kick off ministries within our community. The help of these
students is crucial and so appreciated.”
“I think the primary purpose of it is to introduce
service to the community to new students in particular, but also even as a reminder to sophomores, juniors and seniors that there are opportunities out there,” said Director of Student
Ministries Mary Rayburn.
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Samgrams
Instagrams
around Taylor
brought to you
by Sam Stone

A&e

[With] an impressive box office intake since its release this summer, it is clear that
“Spidey” still has an audience. He has been through a metamorphosis, though.

“SPIDER-MAN’S HIPSTER SIDE”
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New documentary critical of Obama receives
unexpected attention and differing responses

‘2016’
FACT OR FICTION?

KATHRYN KROEKER

A&E EDITOR

“We all are shaped by our pasts, and we carry elements of our pasts into the future.”
So begins Producer Dinesh D’Souza’s controversial documentary, “2016: Obama’s America,” that
opened in public theaters last Friday night. Since its July release and its expansion to 1,091 theaters
on Aug. 25, the film has climbed its way to the Box Office Top Ten, grossing $6.3 million last weekend
alone, according to The Wall Street Journal.
The anti-Obama documentary follows D’Souza as he travels the globe to recreate Obama’s ideological formation, from childhood through election. Drawing on material from Obama’s autobiography,
“Dreams from My Father,” D’Souza identifies Obama’s chief influencers and associates, including
Barack Obama Sr. and Frank Marshall Davis. Both were controversial activists with extreme leftist
views, according to Paul Kengor, Professor of Political Science at Grove City College. The documentary
features statements by premiere political commentators and analysts, whose input D’Souza weaves
into a cohesive image of Obama’s personal vision as president.
Graphic by trickytalks.blogspot.com
“The pain I felt was my father’s pain . . . . Their struggle, my birthright,” reads an excerpt from Obama’s The controversial documentary “2016: Obama’s America” ranked as number seven on the Box Office Top Ten during its first weekend in public theaters.
memoir, reflecting on one of his visits to Kenya. “2016: Obama’s America” suggests that during
Obama’s term as president, his foreign and domestic policy-making have been guided by anti-colonial thought, from that basis,” Kerton-Johnson said. “But you know, what is social science, what is academic research, if it’s
which Obama encountered during his formative years in Hawaii, Indonesia and Kenya. D’Souza outlines what he not speculation?”
D’Souza, President of King’s College in New York and conservative political commentator, has authored two
perceives to be potential dangers of anti-colonialism and predicts that Obama’s ideology, translated into policy,
books covering the same ground as the documentary: “The Roots of Obama’s Rage” and “Obama’s America.”
could significantly diminish America’s influence in the global scene should he be re-elected.
The Philadelphia Inquirer Movie Columnist and Critic Steven Rea described “2016: Obama’s America” as a Kerton-Johnson challenged students interested in the film to also read Obama’s memoir, “Dreams from My Father.”
“slickly packaged political documentary,” declaring it to be “full of fallacious content.” But he also suggested that Kerton-Johnson said viewers should listen to contrary voices to obtain a balanced perspective toward issues
discussed in the film, which he described as “polarizing.”
the documentary may not be all conjecture.
“I would certainly be concerned with a more liberal — and I mean that in the British sense, not in the American
Taylor Political Science Professor Nicholas Kerton-Johnson commented on the documentary’s plausibility. “I
think that the premise is very interesting,” Kerton-Johnson said. “In terms of [D’Souza’s] credibility as a producer, sense — understanding of what it means for America to be powerful in the world,” Kerton-Johnson said. “We are
all victims of our upbringing, sometimes for good and sometimes for bad, and President Obama is no exception.”
he seems to be fairly assured.”
Kerton-Johnson also said that D’Souza’s interpretation is viable, because D’Souza was working from documen“2016: Obama’s America” will be showing this weekend at AMC Showplace 12 in Marion.
tation that Obama himself had released to the public. “You’re always going to be speculating if you are working

Weekend concert series covers all genres
STEPHANIE WARNER

October. Joe Lawler of the Des Moines
Register praised this tour as “packed with
The Klipsch Music Center in Noblesville, radio-friendly country acts” that play to
Ind., will host a three-day concert series the band’s strengths. Ticket prices for the
featuring a medley of musical icons this Klipsch concert range from $33 on the back
Labor Day Weekend.
lawn to $81 closer to the stage.
Dubbed simply “THE TOUR,” the joint
Rascal Flatts, Little Big Town, Eli Young
Band and Eden’s Edge kick off the weekend tour between hard rock icons KISS and
at 7:00 p.m. on Friday, Aug. 31. In honor of Mötley Crüe has spanned America and will
their new album “Changed,” Rascal Flatts land in Noblesville on Sept. 1st at 7:00 p.m.
named this tour “Farmers Insurance Pres- Kyle Osborne of examiner.com calls THE
ents ‘Changed Tour,’” which started in Con- TOUR a “massive undertaking” in which
necticut in June and will end in Florida in Mötley Crüe is afforded a headliner’s full
CONTRIBUTOR
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Mike Eli, from the Eli Young Band, will perfom at the
“Changed Tour.’”

AND NOW OUR FEATURE

PRESENTATION

KATHRYN KROEKER

A&E EDITOR

The season of summer blockbusters and $9 movie tickets is over. But thirst
for entertainment hasn’t slackened. We’ve begun hoarding our cash and
turning to motion pictures that fit into well-scheduled study breaks. But
with limited time and finances available, how should we sort the trash
from the treasure?
Turn to page 8 of The Echo each Friday for three tried-and-true films that
won’t end up as time-wasters — guaranteed. Most can be found in the DVD
section of Zondervan Library, so you don’t even have to leave the confines
of campus in search of weekend entertainment. This week’s featured films
were selected to get you back into the mood for school.

DEAD POETS SOCIETY

Summary: Inspired by their literature professor, a group of students unites
to revive the Dead Poets Society — an underground club which celebrates
poetry, self-expression and a commitment to seize the day, no matter the
cost.
Rated PG for language, mild violence and sensuality
Why you should watch it: Robin Williams is brilliant as the free-spirited
professor who encourages his students to find themselves outside of the
rigid standards of their prep school. This movie champions freedom of
expression, countered by the sobering reminder that if we can’t live with
the consequences of our actions, somebody else will have to.
Where to find it: Zondervan Library, Fiction DVDs, F D34

SCHOOL TIES

Summary: A Jewish student battles rivalry and anti-semitism while pursuing his athletic abilities at an elite prep school.

Rated PG-13 for language, violence and partial nudity
Why you should watch it: This film reminds viewers that people’s backgrounds cannot be suppressed by the façades they put on for the spotlight.
This film focuses on racial prejudice in the context of the high school athletics cult. It’s the “Dead Poets Society” alternative for those who want less
dreaming and more action. Just watch out for the fight scene in the shower
— hopefully nothing of the same sort happens in the Wengatz showers.
Where to find it: Zondervan Library, Fiction DVDs, F Sch64

HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL

Summary: A musical commentary on the joys and woes of high school, this
story follows two co-eds who find that music can bring anyone together,
regardless of their differences.

Rated G for mild sensuality
Why you should watch it: Cheesy, corny, cutesy — it takes some effort to
appreciate this one. But this is why you should: This film will leave you so
glad to be done with high school that you’ll be begging to write your first
term paper of the season. Welcome to college, class of 2016.
Were to find it: Redbox, your roommate’s secret film stash

stage set-up and lighting. Ticket prices
range from $115 at the back to $379 at the
front, although several listings, including
Ticketmaster and Live Nation, are selling
tickets for as low as $21 if you can catch
them.
International superstar Kelly Clarkson
and Grammy-nominated The Fray started
their 30-plus-city, co-headlining summer
tour “Stronger”/ “Scars & Stories” in Ridgeville, Wash., July 21 and will end Sept. 15
in Nashville. This whirlwind tour will touch
down in Noblesville on Sept. 2 at 7:00 p.m.,

ending the Klipsch Music Center’s Labor
Day Weekend celebration with The Fray’s
“brusque and edgy sound” and Clarkson’s
“pop star spunk,” as described by reviewer
Susan McDonald in The Sun Chronicle.
Tickets range from $26 in the back lawn to
$318 down front.
Formerly the Verizon Wireless Music
Center, Klipsch is located off I-69. Amenities include wheelchair accessibility, portable toilets and a private lot, with outdoor
seating on the lawn. For tickets and general
information, visit livenation.com

‘The Amazing Spider-Man’ brings fresh energy to the comic icon

SPIDER-MAN’S HIPSTER SIDE
DAVID SEAMAN
STAFF WRITER

‘ THE AMA ZING SPIDER-MAN ’

T

here’s a new spider in town, and
he has officially webbed himself
up in the franchise. The “Spider-Man” movie franchise has
already produced three films and
a reboot. With “The Amazing Spider-Man”
enjoying positive reviews and an impressive box office intake since its release this
summer, it is clear that “Spidey” still has an
audience. He has been through a metamorphosis, though.
While some scenes from the reboot seem
awfully familiar, there are plenty of differences with actor Andrew Garfield re-envisioning Tobey Maguire’s role from the trilogy.
These differences are immediately apparent;
the original Peter Parker was a dorky student
Photo by anonlineuniverse.com
chasing school buses and clicking his camThe new Spider-Man, a brainy high school hipster, enjoys the adrenaline rush of swinging on webs and fighting crime.
era. Things started to change after he got
bitten by a radioactive spider, but Maguire his uncle’s killer and also develops his own J.K. Simmons played brilliantly in the trilogy,
still maintained the character’s off-kilter and web-shooters instead of gaining web powers, never shows up.
Of all the differences between the films, one
brooding side. In the reboot Peter acts like a deviations from the original.
Every good superhero needs a good villain, of the most obvious is the romance. Besides
kid you would actually see in high school; he’s
shy, laid-back and cocky, with a touch of hip- and this is where “Amazing” falls short. Dr. the upside-down kiss in the first film, the
ster. He is confident in his Spider-Man persona, Curt Connors, aka The Lizard, lacks the com- chemistry between the two romantic leads
showing off his abilities and confidently quip- bination of tragedy and terror seen in previous in “Amazing” far surpasses that of Maguire
ping at bad guys. His spindly physique and villain Doctor Octopus from “Spiderman 2.” and Kirsten Dunst, who seemed stale in the
agility, apparent in the action sequences, are The Lizard’s menace also lacks the urgency original. In “Amazing,” Emma Stone as Gwen
reminiscent of the early Steve Ditko comics. p re s e n t i n t h e
Plus, Garfield’s high school-esque mannerisms G r e e n G o b l i n ,
whose legacy linare spot on.
“The Amazing Spider-Man” is no rehash of the first
Spidey’s origins are different, too. The tril- gered until being
ogy passes over Peter’s parents’ death, focus- explored a gain Spidey film; it brings Spiderman down to earth, where he
ing on his relationship with his aunt and in the third film
uncle. In “Amazing,” flashbacks convey more of the trilogy. At
can stand on his own.
of Peter’s backstory. The new Peter never finds least the Lizard’s
CGI is impressive:
10
He doesn’t look like something out of a cheap Stacy brings more juice to the role of romantic
The Amazing
9
Spiderman
interest. Gwen is also Peter’s intellectual equal,
Halloween store.
Average from
8
original trilogy
Minor characters in “Amazing” are given and has a more independent personality than
7
greater depth than in the trilogy. Flash Mary Jane.
6
“The Amazing Spider-Man” is no rehash of
Thompson, a supporting character from the
5
comics, was a one-dimensional bully in the the first Spidey film; it brings Spider-Man
4
original trilogy. In “Amazing” his character down to earth, where he can stand on his
3
is fleshed out despite limited screen time. own. Though lacking a sophisticated story2
Captain George Stacey is also developed as line, “Amazing” is notable in its simplicity and
1
the overbearing father of Peter’s love interest. grounded realism. If positive responses conUnfortunately, newspaperman J. Jonah Jame- tinue, the reboot will likely become the new
IMDb Viewer Rating
son, a major character in the comics whom icon for Spidey fans everywhere.
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“The more we know about Catholicism, the more we can extend our
fellowship and respect to them and their theology,” said Joseph Pak.

“FINDING COMMON GROUND”
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STRAINING
THE NORM
This is not the average kitchen because he
is not the average cook.
KYLA MARTIN

LIFE & TIMES / FEATURES CO-EDITOR

Stephen Payne pressed the orange concoction through a metal
strainer. The smooth mixture filled the bowl beneath as he licked
a bit from the side of his pinky.
He’s never made this soup before, but it will be on the lunch
menu.
“I’ll taste it and give it a name,” Stephen said.
Most of us know the place, but not his name. We’ve eaten the
food but do not understand the mysteries behind Payne’s.
Stephen is one of those people from whom you want business,
cooking and style advice. But he won’t give it to you. He will tug
at your order slip with “Omelet” scribbled across the top and fill
hollowed out bread with eggs and vegetables. Because at Payne’s,
you’ll eat Stephen’s omelet.
The arrival of Starbucks forced Payne’s to move from exclusively serving coffee and custard to including meals on the menu.
This intimidating competition ignited Stephen’s creativity to
invent the Payne’s menu.
“I am observant enough to know what the classics are,” Stephen
said, his British accent on display. “[But] I can interpret things.”
That’s when he turns the classics on their heads, and Betty
Crocker rolls over in her grave.
Stephen wiped off a clean plate, tossed spinach across its white
surface and finished the design with a perfect ring of oil around
Photos by Timothy P. Riethmiller
its edge. His omelet sat in the middle as he ground pepper on top. Stephen Payne, owner and cook at Payne’s Restaurant, also sings in a band with his wife, Jennifer, who plays the bass.
“If you care about the way it looks, you probably care about
Steph en lifted
shoulder and ear to call in a reinforcement, his hands still transporting
everything else,” Stephen said. “I care about everything I have
a spoonful of the
ingredients around the kitchen.
influence over. I want things to be beautiful.”
But after he set the phone on the receiver, he shuffled out the kitchen soup to his mouth,
Stephen’s attention turned back to the soup. The clumps smoothed,
shaking his head
and the mixture turned creamy, but cream did not do this. Stephen did. to greet and embrace an old friend.
after he removed it.
“I like these extra steps because you’re really putting in the time,” “He hasn’t seen him in a long time,” Stephen’s wife, Jennifer, said.
Still nameless.
The old friend was Lenny Prussack, owner of the James Dean Gallery
Stephen said. “I’m putting in more effort, and I hope it comes across. If
He offered JenPayne’s ever closes . . . it closes because I tried too hard, and I’m okay in Fairmount, Ind., who let Stephen stay at his gallery when he moved
nifer the same, and
to America from England 20 years ago.
with that.”
Stephen only meant to drive through his hero’s hometown, but Prus- she called it exactly
Stephen is not a business fellow or a trained chef. He came to America
what it was.
with a couple extra years of schooling, enough cash to get by and his wits. sack gave him a home until he opened Payne’s.
“Carrot CauliIt was here that he found love.
“And those weren’t a lot,” Stephen smirked as he continued straining
Jennifer entered Payne’s for the first time as a customer, but she left f l o w e r S o u p” i n
the pot of orange mush. “I’m proud of the effort. I’m proud of the product.
smeared pink chalk
unquestioning of her future.
I love the struggle. I love the struggle more than the success.”
filled the menu
“I took one look at him—I just knew,” Jennifer said, pouring a latte.
Stephen is an adventurer and an observer who would follow his heart
b o a r d , a n o t h e r Stephen Payne checks the omelet toasting on the grill.
And two years later, they proved it.
across an ocean, if it suggested the trip.
For the Paynes, the restaurant is a place of family and community. No venture complete.
And it did.
But the process will restart tomorrow with another culinary creation
“My heart is my head,” Stephen said. “It’s close to the same thing. It’s business school training forces their hands. They are musicians. They
emerging.
are parents.
sort of like the House of Congress and the House of Representatives.”
“I mostly come in and chit-chat,” Jennifer said. “People come for food,
You have to get it through both.
The place was filling quickly as Stephen shoved the phone between his but all humans want interaction.”

FINDING COMMON GROUND
KARA HACKETT

Understanding Taylor’s small Catholic subculture

MANAGING EDITOR

After three years at Taylor, junior David Chiu describes his agrees with Chiu and says Taylor’s
Bible classes were particularly chalfaith as 70 percent Catholic, 30 percent Protestant.
lenging for him to integrate with a
He says most students accept him and his faith.
“But there are always a few people who say Catholics are lifetime of Catholic beliefs.
“It’s hard to learn terminology Protnot Christians,” Chiu said. “It’s frustrating because we’re
estants use,” Kaufmann said. “I’m sure
still people who believe in Jesus Christ.”
Chiu is part of Taylor’s small Catholic subculture, learn- it’s hard for them to learn Catholic
ing in a largely protestant setting and sometimes singled terminology, too.”
S o w hat are the dif ference s
out by his denomination’s beliefs.
Although theological differences between Catholics and between Catholicism and ProtesProtestants exist, students and Bible professors agree the tantism?
Pak says one of the main differsimilarities outweigh the differences, and understanding
the beliefs of each denomination is a critical step to further ences is that Catholics have a different Bible. They have the same 66
develop one’s own faith.
“The more we know about Catholicism, the more we Old Testament and New Testament
can extend our fellowship and respect to them and their Books as Protestants, but they also
theology,” said Joseph Pak, Associate Professor of Biblical have the Apocrypha, an intertestamental literature Jews and ProtesStudies.
But Pak says even on Taylor’s campus, some Protestants tants never accepted as Scripture
approach Catholics to “save” them even though there are because they believed the seven
Apocryphal books included in the
unregenerate Christians in both branches of belief.
Biblical Studies Professor Bill Heth noticed a similar Catholic Bible have theological and
trend when talking with Catholic students in his Historic other errors, according to Pak.
“But the churches have kept them
Christian Belief classes.
“I know evangelical Protestants who–even if they are not around for the purpose of edification
ultra conservative–will sometimes automatically look at and personal reading,” Pak said.
Another difference between CathCatholics as not being true Christians,” Heth said. “They
can’t tell whether Catholics are true Christians any more olics and Protestants is the doctrine
Photo by Timothy P. Riethmiller
Catholic priests and nuns perform a monthly ritual of walking through the town as a procession in Segovia, Spain, 2012.
than they can tell if another Protestant is a true Christian.” of the Church, ecclesiology.
believe salvation is only through the atoning sacrifice of
“Protestants believe in the visible
Heth says questions about Catholicism are typically
Ultimately, Pak and Heth agree the differences between
raised during Taylor’s Historic Christian Belief classes, in and the invisible Church,” Pak said. “The visible Church Jesus Christ, and it is through grace that we are saved, Catholics and Protestants are often perceived to be more
which students compare and contrast beliefs of the Catho- is all those who claim to be Christians, and the invisible says Pak.
divisive than they are.
“The difference comes in how that grace works,” Pak said.
lic, Greek Orthodox, Wesleyan, Arminian and Calvinist Church is born again Christians who are the true body
“Even with some major differences, we’re a lot more simiProtestants believe God gives grace directly to the indi- lar than we think,” Pak said.
of Christ.”
branches of Christianity.
On the other hand, Pak says Catholics believe the Catho- vidual, and Catholics believe grace is given to the indiHeth teaches with former Biblical Studies Professor Ted
Like Protestants, Catholics acknowledge the Trinity, the
Dorman’s “A Faith for All Seasons” textbook to outline dif- lic Church is the only true Church, and the Popes received vidual primarily through the seven Church sacraments virgin birth, the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ, bodily
their authority from and good works.
ferent Christian beliefs.
resurrection and the second coming, Pak said.
“One thing we need to learn from Catholics is the emphaChrist because their
“Anyone reading it
Chiu agrees, adding that even Catholic practices, such as
lineage can be traced sis on good works,” Pak said. “We have largely neglected to praying to the saints, that are difficult for some Protestants
can easily make their
back to Peter, to whom emphasize that as Protestants, but the Lutheran reformers to understand are quite similar to Protestant practices.
own comparison,” Heth
‘They can’t tell whether Catholics are true
Christ said in Matthew emphasized that genuine faith will be accompanied by
said. “I view my task as
“One of the most frequently asked questions is why we
Christians any more than they can tell if
16:18, “And I tell you, good works. We are not saved by good works. We are saved pray to the saints and not just to Jesus,” Chiu said. “The
making these differyou are Peter, and on by faith, but we are saved for good works.”
ences clear and letting
position of the Catholic Church is that saints were godly
another Protestant is a true Christian.’
this rock I will build
the students decide for
Pak said Catholicism emphasizes works, which has people, so it’s like asking a friend to pray on your behalf.”
my Church.”
themselves.”
Kaufmann deeply reveres the saints and the papacy, but
made them more engaged and outspoken in hot button
“Even when it comes social issues, such as abortion and homosexuality. He says says during his time at Taylor, he has learned a lot about
But when Chiu read
to interpreting the Catholics tend to extend more grace and compassion to the zeal and passionate attitude Protestants have toward
the text, he found it
Scriptures, Catholics believe God gave the true Church homosexuals because they differentiate between homo- Scripture. He believes both denominations can learn from
represented a limited perspective on the Catholic faith.
“There’s a couple parts of the book I wouldn’t agree with,” the true interpretation–not individual believers,” Pak said. sexual orientation and homosexual behavior.
each other and teach each other, like two players on the
Chiu said. “It gave the impression that Catholics can’t think “Protestants believe the Church is important, but the Holy
“I am not condoning homosexuality in any way, but we same team.
for themselves because we have to listen to the Church no Spirit can reveal correct interpretation to individuals.”
“In today’s relativistic culture in America, we can’t fight
as Protestants need to think deeply about how to reach
A third difference between Catholics and Protestants out to homosexuals as Christ reached out to the outcasts each other,” Kaufmann said. “We have to share ideas, find
matter what.”
Senior biology major and Catholic Dave Kaufmann revolves around salvation. Both branches of Christendom while he was on earth,” Pak said.
common ground and learn to listen.”

OPINIONS

It’s a shame Ryan felt he had to resort to these misconceptions to
make a point, because his talking points could have had weight.

“LIES AT THE RNC”
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THE AMERICAN BIBLE CHALLENGE
LUCAS SWEITZER
OPINIONS CO-EDITOR

The Game Show Network (GSN) recently debuted their newest
show “The American Bible Challenge” to a record audience of 1.7
million viewers. Hosted by stand-up comedian Jeff Foxworthy,
the show features three teams of three players each, all competing to answer questions testing Bible IQ. Each team fights for a
$20,000 prize with a possible $100,000 grand prize to be donated
to a charity of their choice.
The show raises a bunch of interesting issues for Christians
to answer. With the mixing of commercialization and religion,
the stereotypes that have an opportunity to be fulfilled on the
show are a hotbed of criticism both from and about the Christian
community. So, as major executives at GSN hold their hands over
the proverbial buzzer quickly repeating “no whammy,” we’re left
wondering — should Christians condone “The American Bible
Challenge?”
On one hand, biblical literacy is of the utmost importance
and we cannot let this spiritual discipline fall even further to
the side of our religious pursuits. In a recent study conducted
by the Barna Group, only 4% of self-identified Christian adults in
America believe poverty is an issue that is primarily the responsibility of the Church. There are 72 passages in the Bible that
mention giving specifically to the poor — more than almost any
other subject talked about. If “The American Bible Challenge”
can get families excited about reading the Bible again, then
maybe it is a good thing.
To make a sweeping generalization, I find Christian entertainment on television and film incredibly dull and unexciting. This
is frustrating to me, because I live with a gospel I find profoundly
compelling and interesting, but the best we can come up with are
movies like “Facing the Giants” (a topic for a different editorial,
perhaps). Maybe, if “The American Bible Challenge” is exciting,
I could let it pass.
But ultimately, I
don’t think the entertainment value of the
show can redeem its
shortcomings. For
EDITOR IN CHIEF
instance, the way the
Corrie Dyke
show is built around
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Bible trivia rai ses
Timothy P. Riethmiller
some serious questions for our commuMANAGING EDITOR
Kara Hackett
nity. Even though the

questions are simple, its very easy to make a
question that simplifies Scripture in a theologically disastrous way. Most of the questions don’t fall in this category, but if the
show stays on the air, I can only wonder
how soon it will be before they have to
resort to divisive areas of our church to
boost ratings.
Even if they avoid this negative altogether, it’s worrisome to me that we’ve
taken this deeply personal and spiritual
book and are placing it in a commercial context. Yes, the prize winnings are for charity,
but GSN is for profit. I don’t feel good about a
show based around biblical trivia existing solely
for money. Because of this, the show could
transform (as almost all game shows do)
into a parody, where the only contestants
featured are the ones crazy and ridiculous
enough to drive up ratings.
My last concern about the show
starts with the host: Jeff Foxworthy.
This will be the fourth show with Foxworthy at the helm, and hopefully the
only one not featuring an appalling
amount of “you might be a redneck”
jokes. I worry that the host, and by
extension, the contestants featured,
could be caricatures of what we as a
nation expect “Bible-thumpers” to be.
By featuring old-fashioned apple-pielovin’ Midwesterners, we further separate some Christians from our faith and
perpetuate a stereotype that makes us less
accessible as a faith in the modern world.
I wish I had nothing negative to say about
“The American Bible Challenge,” but the truth is
we need to be very careful about any commercial
effort that involves our faith. This show could be very
dangerous in the coming years to our image, and we
should work on more personal ways to promote biblical
literacy within the Church, rather than expose it to others
on national TV.
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WES YOUNG
OPINIONS CO-EDITOR

They had a beautiful evening. His
dented, old compact car transported
them from Taylor to a Fort Wayne Komet
hockey game. We’ll call him Ben.
As they drove, they talked and laughed.
The eye contact was long and intentional.
Perhaps lingering?
At the game, they sat way up in the
nosebleed section, watching more of
each other than hockey. Comets and Ice
Hog players fought five times, but she,
we’ll call her Jill, didn’t mind. In fact, Jill
seemed to enjoy it. Ben was relieved.
On the way home from the game, Ben
stopped at a gas station called Love’s that
was connected to a McDonald’s. He got
a couple cheeseburgers and a shamrock
shake. The shake ended up shared by two
straws.
At last it was time to part ways. Ben
gave Jill a hug and they went back to their
respective dorms. And so did everyone
else that was with them. Yes, it was a
beautiful pick-a-date.
When Ben said goodbye to Jill that
night, he thought that was that. But in
the weeks that followed, Jill told Ben that
she wanted to go on another date with
him. Ben was confused. Was their picka-date a real date?
“That’s not what I signed up for,” Ben
told me.
Ben’s question deserves an answer :
What is a pick-a-date?
As upperclassmen, we need to explain
to our freshmen and ourselves the commitment level of a pick-a-date in a
consistent manner. Everyone needs to
understand whether by asking a person to go with them they are still “just

FACT-CHECKING PAUL RYAN’S
RNC SPEECH

friends” or something more than that.
Regardless of how we define a picka-date relationship, the key is to stay
consistent. Aaron Gale, a junior, appropriately defined a pick-a-date as a way to
“help people to get to know other people
across campus.”
Sophomore Kristin Schwartz
described it as “a way to meet a bunch
of guys you wouldn’t normally hang out
with.”
Combine these two answers and you
get a generally accepted, working definition campus wide.
If we stick with this definition, then
pairs should make an effort to mingle
during the pick-a-date. If you are driving somewhere, give other people a lift.
Awkwardly standing around at the beginning of the event waiting for things to
get organized? Create a four or six person chat-circle in the meantime. You’re
not going to meet a bunch of people if
you isolate yourself from the rest of the
group.
But what if you only want to get to
know one person? There is another distinct, separate institution for that too: A
date. A real date.
Ladies, if the guy you like doesn’t
have the gumption to talk to you for an
evening one-on-one without an escape
route or backup plan, he’s probably not
worth your time. Same thing goes for
you, gentlemen.
Dear pick-a-daters, let’s allow pick-adates to be their own entity apart from
the dating world. Let beautiful moments
between couples happen on their own
time. Alone.

Paul Ryan took the stage by storm last
Wednesday (both figuratively and literally, thanks to Hurricane Isaac). Ryan, the
Republican vice-presidential nominee,
was a featured speaker at the Republican
National Convention (RNC), and spent the
last two weeks preparing for the biggest
speech of his political career. Second to
Chris Christie, Ryan’s speech was the one
of the most hotly anticipated at the entire
convention.
He did well, delivering a half-hour
reflection on the last four years, along
with the Romney-Ryan plan for the next
four. Overall, I liked the speech, as Ryan
is one of my favorite modern Republicans
— not necessarily because of his policies,
but because of the quality of his rhetoric,
which our gaffe-ridden VP for the last four
years has had much trouble grappling with.
Even though I enjoyed the speech, it’s
important to put it into perspective: it has
quite a few factual errors. It frustrates me
because we live in a political world where
we constantly argue our positions, but use
different “facts” to inform our stances.
I’ve compiled a list of the three biggest
lies Ryan told. Republican or Democrat, I
cannot condone those who bend reality for
public support. So, here they are: the three
biggest lies Ryan told at the RNC.

WHAT HE SAID: Ryan blames Obama for
the credit downgrade, saying “(Obama’s
term) began with a perfect Triple-A credit
rating for the United States; it ends with a
downgraded America.”

WHAT HE SAID : Ryan spent an awful
lot of time pontificating about a local
GM plant near in his hometown. He said
Obama visited the plant on the campaign
trail and promised it would stay open,
only to watch it close in the first year of
his presidency.
WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED: The GM
plant Ryan was referring to you announced
its closure a full six months before Barack
Obama took office, meaning the plant
would close regardless of Obama’s actions.
WHAT HE SAID: While knocking down
the president’s stimulus package, Ryan
claims “That money wasn’t just spent and
wasted — it was borrowed, spent, and
wasted.”
WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED : It’s difficult to imagine Ryan thought the stimulus was a waste when he himself asked
for money from the stimulus to cover two
energy conservation projects. In any case,
the stimulus package was a multi-faceted
effort that will take years to understand
the complete effect of, but the general
consensus is the stimulus created somewhere between 1.4-3.3 million jobs — not
enough to justify the size of the stimulus,
but I wouldn’t call 1.4 million jobs “money
wasted.”

Those were the biggest three of the
many (I didn’t even mention the Medicare
comment). It’s a shame Ryan felt he had to
WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED : In the resort to these misconceptions to make
own statement Standard & Poor’s released, a point, because his talking points could
the downgrade stemmed from a combina- have had weight. If the Republicans want
tion of unsafe spending practices and the a shot in the coming election, they need
game of chicken that was played in the to make their case without lying — it’s
House in 2011, when Tea Party advocates embarrassing otherwise. Check the Echo
(Ryan included) threatened not to raise next week where I’ll fact check a speech
from the DNC. My money is on Biden.
the debt ceiling.

Let your voice be heard!
To become a contributor to the Opinions section, submit your in-depth and researched articles to Lucas_Sweitzer@taylor.edu by
Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

“I’ve had coach [Paul] Patterson and a couple other coaches tell
me they think it’s the highest honor you can get as a student-athlete.”
- Casey Coons

TROJAN NATION
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MEN’S AND WOMEN’S TENNIS LOSE AT HOME

THE UNITED STATES’
SUMMER AT THE
OLYMPICS

WILL FAIRFAX
SPORTS WRITER

The men’s and women’s tennis teams both
lost to Marian to open Crossroads League play
( formerly the Mid-Central College Conference).
The men’s team lost 6-3 to Marian and fell
to 0-2 on the season. Senior Wes Young came
out on fire in singles with a 6-1, 6-1 victory,
and sophomore Carlos Guarin cruised to a 6-2,
6-4 victory. Seniors Luke Tilden and Jon Erny
both lost tough matches, 6-1, 6-3 and 6-1, 6-1,
respectively. Seniors Cameron Boehning and
Wes Nitzche also lost close matches.
“We came out pretty flat as a team and didn’t
come out with enough energy on court to really
play our best in singles starting out,” Tilden
said. “They played well, and they played a solid
match, but I think in singles we gave away too
many free points and didn’t come out with
enough focus in that portion of the match to
come away with the win, and it was tough for
us to make up in doubles later on.”
Facing a 4-2 deficit, the Trojans opened doubles action with a win after Young and Tilden
gained a 8-2 victory in No. 1 doubles. At No.
2, Nitzche and freshman Collin Williams lost
8-4, and junior John Cecil and sophomore Brad
Caldwell lost 8-4, as well.
Head Coach Don Taylor noted simply the
difference in the match was errors.
“Too many errors,” Taylor said. “They are certainly improved, and they played well, but we
made it easier for them with all of the errors
we made.”
The Trojans got off to a slow start, but Coach
Taylor has high expectations for his team.
“We hope to finish in the top four of the conference, and obviously we hope to improve as
players,” Taylor said. “Most importantly we
want to represent God well, and we want to
bond together as a team.”
The women’s team struggled to get anything
going as they suffered a 9-0 defeat.
“I think we hit way too many unforced errors,”
Head Coach Bob Darby said. “I don’t think we
Above: Sophomore Carlos Guarin serves during the men’s tennis match on Tuesday.
were moving our feet getting into position, so
Below: Junior Cassie Fleming concentrates during the match against Marian.
when we don’t even get into the points, we’re not
going to be winning anything.”
Darby said it will be tough losing ace and best player from last year Germania Bedon, who went 16-1 last season in her matches. Bedon’s only loss
was to the No. 2 ranked player in the NAIA.
“We’re going to really have to work hard and scrap to beat these types of
teams,” Don Taylor said. “Our goal is to play hard and get better.”
The Trojans hope to improve quickly as they have five conference matches
in a week and a half.
“I think we need to improve on mental toughness and maybe our energy
levels,” senior Kelsey Meyer said. “Our doubles teams need to work on just
finishing out games. We just need to play to the best of our ability, and I think
today it was not that case.”
The next matches are Saturday at home against Spring Arbor.

GABE BAIN
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

Like all sports mentalities
taught in the U.S., excellence, hard
work and, of course, winning are
the most prominent. Many of the
U.S. Olympic teams brought these
mindsets with them this summer
as they won the medal count and
most gold medals during their
time in London. They were able to
outlast China, who won the most
gold in the 2008 Beijing Olympics.
The U.S. had much to be proud of,
from the individual stars in Ryan
Lochte, Michael Phelps, Gabby
Douglas and Missy Franklin to the
dominating men’s and women’s
basketball teams.
DAY 1 ( July 28): Through
the crowded streets of London,
excitement grew, especially for
those anticipating Lochte’s 2012
Olympic debut. Those in waiting
would not be disappointed as
Lochte brought home the first
gold medal for the U.S., besting
Phelps by more than 3 seconds in
the 400 meter individual medley.
The U.S. women’s swim team also
brought home a bronze medal in
the women’s 4x100 meter freestyle
relay.
DAY 2 ( July 29): U.S. achievements kept rolling in as the
all-time great Olympian Phelps
came closer to his goal of winning the most gold medals by any
individual competitor. This was
his 17th medal as he won silver in
the 400-meter freestyle relay. The
U.S. men’s basketball team opened
against France in pool play as
the heavy favorites and proved
everyone right as they won by 27,
being led by Kevin Durant with 22
points.
DAY 4 ( July 31): This day may be
one of the most memorable days
of the Olympics as women soccer
players Abby Wambach and Hope
Solo helped secure a 1-0 victory,
winning their group and advancing the team to the quarterfinals.
Phelps won gold in the 4x200
meter freestyle relay, giving him
the most Olympic medals of all
time with 19. The men’s basketball
team rode to another easy win and
swimmer Allison Schmitt won the
200 freestyle, racking up more gold
medals for the U.S.
DAY 5 (Aug. 1): Led by Missy
Franklin, the U.S. women’s swim
team collected another gold by
winning the 4x200 meter freestyle
relay. Phelps and Lochte provided
another 1-2 punch, taking gold
and silver, respectively, in the
men’s 200 meter individual medley.
The U.S. women’s volleyball and
basketball teams came out with
dominating performances, as well.
DAY 6 (Aug. 2): Gymnast Gabby
Douglas rose to fame as she won
gold in the women’s individual
all-around competition. The
rejuvenated Phelps started showing others why he was the world’s
greatest swimmer and possibly
the greatest Olympian of all time
as he took another gold medal.
Franklin made even more noise

in the water, setting an Olympic
and world record in the women’s
200-meter backstroke. The record
breaking day for the U.S. didn’t
stop as the men’s basketball team
set the record for most points in
an Olympic basketball game (156)
and forward Carmelo Anthony
dropped 37 points in less than 15
minutes, while setting the record
for most three-pointers in a game
with 10.
DAY 8 (Aug. 4): Although the U.S.
put a strong performance in the
men’s track 100-meter final, placing three through five, they were
no match for Jamaican runners
Usain Bolt and Yohan Blake, who
dominated majority of track and
field events. The U.S. men’s basketball team received its first scare as
they inched out a five-point victory over underdog Lithuania.
DAY 10 (Aug. 6): In the most
memorable game of the Olympics
in U.S. women’s soccer, the team
outlasted Canada in the semifinals
to set up a rematch against World
Cup final opponent Japan. Alex
Morgan rose to the occasion and
placed in a 6-yard header over the
goalie to send the U.S. to the gold
medal game.
DAY 13 (Aug. 9): The gold
medal game between the U.S. and
Japan was the highly anticipated
rematch everyone had been waiting for. This time the U.S. got its
revenge over Japan, the reigning
World Cup champions, and won
2-1, led by two goals from midfielder Carli Lloyd.
DAY 14 (Aug. 10): The U.S.
turned out two impressive performances in both women’s and
men’s 4x100 meter relay as they
finished first and second, respectively. The men’s basketball team
advanced to the gold medal game
with a convincing 26-point victory over Argentina. Diver David
Boudia won the U.S. another gold
in men’s 10-meter platform, collecting his second medal of the
Games.
DAY 15 (Aug. 11): The women’s
basketball team continued their
dominance, winning gold by
overpowering France in a 36-point
victory. According to NBCMiami.
com, the team won each game by
an average of 34 points.
DAY 16 (Aug. 12): On the last
day of the Olympics, the men’s
basketball team took home the
gold once again, defeating Spain
in a fairly close game. Durant and
guard Chris Paul led team USA
down the stretch. The U.S. finished
with a total gold count of 46, beating China, the nearest opponent,
by eight. Every four years, competitors look for a reason why this
particular Olympics will be unforgettable, and for the U.S., looking
for that reason will be simple.
All information is from espn.
go.com/olympics.

Photos By Tim Riethmiller

TAYLOR ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS
GABE BAIN
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

“It’s a really big honor to be recognized for doing things on the court
as well as the classroom,” Coons said. “I’ve had coach [Paul] Patterson
and a couple other coaches tell me they think it’s the highest honor you
can get as a student-athlete.”
Softball senior Sarah Heath was named to the 2012 Capital One Academic All-America First Team. As of last spring, Heath boasted a 3.88 GPA
and .354 batting average, which was second best on the team.
“I think it’s a big deal for Taylor to have so many [Academic All-Americans],” Heath said. “We have the most in the country, and we’re just this
tiny school that people have never heard of.”
Unaware of the importance of this award, Heath was reminded of what
something like this means to her. A week after being selected, she found
a sheet of paper outlining four goals she had for herself. One of them was
to become an All-American.

During the 2011-2012 school year, Taylor had many athletic accomplishments to take pride in. But the one that may top the list is something
many may not consider an athletic accolade.
Taylor led the nation in Capital One Academic All-American selections. Twenty student athletes were selected to receive this impressive
award. This is more than Stanford, Harvard, Yale or Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Students are nominated by College Sports Information Directors of
America (CoSIDA) based on their academic achievement and on-thefield success. According to the CoSIDA, a student athlete must be a
starter or important reserve for his or her team with a cumulative grade
point average of 3.30 or higher on a 4.0 scale to be nominated.
Of the 20 Taylor students named, seven were placed on the first team
All-American, six on the second team and seven on the third team.
Senior guard Casey Coons was named the Academic All-America of
the Year for the men’s basketball college division. Coons is the quickest
Trojan to reach 1,000 points in the previous 30 years of Taylor basketball
history, according the Taylor Athletics website.

For more information on who was selected,
visit athletics.taylor.edu.

THE SCOREBOARD

Crossroads League

Bethel

Goshen

Grace

Indiana
Wesleyan

Huntington

Marian

Mount Vernon
Nazarene

Spring Arbor

Taylor

St. Francis

3rd

6th

4th

10th

1st

9th

2nd

8th

7th

5th

4-4 (0-0)

4-5 (0-0)

2-2 (0-0)

0-4 (0-0)

4-0 (0-0)

0-1 (0-0)

5-3 (0-0)

1-5 (0-0)

2-3 (0-0)

2-2 (0-0)

5th

10th

3rd

4th

7th

6th

8th

1st

9th

2nd

1-0-1 (0-0)

0-1 (0-0)

1-0 (0-0)

1-0 (0-0)

1-1 (0-0)

2-1 (0-0)

1-1 (0-0)

3-0 (0-0)

1-1 (0-0)

2-0 (0-0)

5th

7th

1st

3rd

2nd

8th

9th

6th

10th

4th

1-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

3-0 (0-0)

2-0 (0-0)

3-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-1 (0-0)

0-0-1 (0-0)

0-2 (0-0)

2-0 (0-0)

Men’s
Tennis

8th

6th

1st

7th

5th

3rd

N/A

2nd

9th

4th

0-2 (0-1)

0-0 (0-0)

1-0 (1-0)

0-0 (0-0)

1-0 (0-0)

1-1 (1-1)

1-0 (1-0)

0-2 (0-1)

1-2 (1-1)

Women’s
Tennis

2nd

8th

6th

7th

1st

3rd

9th

4th

5th

1-0 (1-0)

0-1 (0-1)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

3-0 (2-0)

1-0 (1-0)

0-2 (0-2)

1-1 (0-1)

1-2 (1-1)

Volleyball
Men’s
Soccer
Women’s
Soccer

N/A

SPORTS

“Whether we play on grass, turf or dirt we still have a goal to go out
there and play with high effort, emotion, passion and execution.” - Brian
Onuselogu
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TAYLOR UNVEILS NEW SPORTS COMPLEX

REVIEW

FOOTBALL (0-0, 0-0)
SCHEDULE
09/01 at Anderson 7 p.m.
09/08 versus Iowa Wesleyan 1 p.m.
09/15 at #20 St. Ambrose 2 p.m.
09/22 at Trine 1 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL (2-2, 0-0)
SCHEDULE
08/31 versus Robert Morris (Ill.) 5 p.m.
08/31 versus Davenport 8 p.m.
09/01 versus Indiana Tech 2 p.m.
09/05 versus Goshen 7 p.m.
Photo By Tim Riethmiller

The Taylor community celebrates the new football field.

MEN’S SOCCER (2-0, 0-0)

JEFF YODER
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

The Taylor University Athletic Complex Dedication
and Jamboree took place Monday to celebrate the new
football and soccer fields, the baseball field and the
new improvements in Odle Arena.
A 5 p.m. cookout took the place of the usual Dining
Commons dinner. Inflatable games and a rock climbing wall were open for students in the KSAC parking
lot. Penalty kicks, 3 vs. 3 soccer competitions, field
goal attempts and obstacle courses were filled with
kids from the community as well as enthusiastic students. Even Campus Pastor Randy Gruendyke joined
in the festivities by completing a 20-yard field goal on
the new turf field.
“I kicked back in the day,” Gruendyke said. His skills
showed. He was enjoying the activities and the excitement that everyone associated with Taylor shared on
Monday night. “It’s not just a step up, it’s a herculean
leap,” Gruendyke said. “It puts us in the front row
throughout the conference.”
The football team is certainly anxious for their first
game on the new field. They were enjoying some quality time with the student body along with throwing
competitions and obstacle drills.
“I love Taylor and the football program,” senior Brett
Currens said. “The turf is just going to make my senior

year a lot more special.” The players took pride in their
new home and knew it was going to be a staple of
Trojan football in the coming seasons.
“It gives us a lot more pride,” senior Joe Yanaitis said.
“Teams come here and they’re going to know this is
a legitimate team. They’ll know the Taylor Trojans
are for real.”
The men’s and women’s soccer teams welcomed
students, faculty and community members onto the
practice fields for some games and penalty kicks.
Many kids and even students took turns taking shots
on defensive players juniors Kevin Miller and Christiana Dithrich. Other players enjoyed sharing the
excitement of their new facilities with the community.
“It’s great to be able to include the community
in this,” senior soccer captain Eric Salley said. “We
understand that it’s not just for us. It’s for the whole
community and it’s for people to come and enjoy as
well as for us to play on.”
The picnic and activities wrapped up at 7 p.m. with
a dedication ceremony for the new fields.
Stunt plane entertainment as well as a call to action
by speaker Tom Green set the tone for the ceremony.
“When you see the lights on in the stadium, it
means something is happening here and somebody

needs your help,” Green said. “It’s a mandatory study
break.” Caught up in the excitement, Dean of Student
Development Skip Trudeau flashed back to his playing days.
“I feel like a kid again,” Trudeau said. “I want Coach
Gould to know I still have eligibility.”
Athletic Director Angie Fincannon had a special
message to the student body about everything that has
been done in the athletic department. She thanked the
donors of the new facilities and the people who made
everything possible. She was passionate about her
vision of building the support at events and growing
the excitement and environment of athletics.
“When we do the best we can and support each
other, success comes,” Fincannon said. “It’s something
we should applaud and not ignore. It’s a new mentality of coming and appreciating and enjoying what a
college environment is all about.”
Fincannon thinks the jamboree is something that
could be done every year to signal the start of the
fall sports season. The event’s success wouldn’t have
been possible without the hard work of Joyce Wood
in University Marketing and the Director of Human
Resources Operations, Toni Newlin.

Fantasy Feed
Aaron Rodgers,
Green Bay Packers QB
The Packers’ only loss last season
came from the Chiefs in Week 15
when Rodgers threw for just one TD and 235
yards. He rebounded in Week 16 against the
Bears and threw for five TD’s and no INT’s.
Expect another big year from A-Rod.
Ray Rice,
Baltimore Ravens RB
Rice led the NFL in yards from
scrimmage last season with 2,068. He
doesn’t have recent injuries like Arian Foster or
Adrian Peterson. He has a new contract, unlike
Maurice Jones-Drew, and he ended last season
with 24 carries, 191 yards and two TDs against
the Bengals in Week 17.
Calvin Johnson,
Detroit Lions WR
Earning the nickname “Megatron,”
Johnson put up higher fantasy numbers than any other receiver in 2011, and it
wasn’t even close.
Rob Gronkowski,
New England Patriots TE
Gronkowski had four or more receptions in 15 of 16 games last season and
more receiving touchdowns than anyone in the
NFL. ESPN predicts Gronkowski to average 14.6
fantasy points per week, which is more than
every other tight end and receiver except Calvin
Johnson.
Mark Sanchez,
New York Jets QB
Sanchez threw seven interceptions
in his last three games last season. He’s
got the added pressure of Tim Tebow behind
him and it hasn’t looked good for Sanchez in
the preseason. A few bad games is all it will take
for the fans to chant Tebow’s name in New York.
Maurice Jones-Drew,
Jacksonville Jaguars RB
Jones-Drew was third in fantasy
points for running-backs last season.
However, If MJD doesn’t have a contract by Week
1, he’ll be watching from his couch on Sundays
just like you.
Mike Wallace,
Pittsburgh Steelers WR
Even though Wallace finally signed
his new contract with the Steelers,
Pittsburgh’s other receivers looked impressive
in the preseason.
Jason Witten,
Dallas Cowboys TE
Witten didn’t put up double-digit
fantasy numbers in any of his last six
games in 2011. He’s dealing with a spleen injury
right now that makes him even questionable to
play in Week 1.

SCHEDULE
08/31 versus Houghton 6 p.m.
09/01 versus Judgeson 7 p.m.
09/04 at Asbury 6 p.m.
09/07 versus Holy Cross (Ind.) 4 p.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
(2-0, 0-0)
SCHEDULE
08/31 versus Cornerstone 5:30 p.m. (Fort Wayne)
09/01 versus Rochester College 3 p.m. (Fort Wayne)
09/08 at Asbury 1p.m.
09/15 versus Cedarville

MEN’S TENNIS(1-2, 1-0)
SCHEDULE
09/01 versus Spring Arbor 12 p.m.
09/04 at Huntingon 4 p.m.
09/06 at Goshen College 4 p.m.
09/08 at Cedarville 12 p.m.

WOMEN’S TENNIS (1-2,
1-1)
The footbal team works hard during practice.

Photo By Tim Riethmiller

FOOTBALL TEAM PREPS FOR SUCCESSFUL SEASON

SCHEDULE
09/01 versus Spring Arbor 11 a.m.
09/04 at Huntingon 4 p.m.
09/06 versus Goshen 4 p.m.
09/08 at Cedarville 12 p.m.

NICK VAN HEEST
SPORTS WRITER

The Wagon Wheel has called Taylor University home for the past four years and on
Saturday evening at Anderson University, the Taylor football team will fight to make
sure it extends its stay.
The wheel, which is awarded to the winner of the annual Taylor versus Anderson
game, kicks off the new season for the Trojans.
“The opening game goes way beyond the tangible Wagon Wheel,” Head Coach Ron
Korfmacher said. “after training for months, our guys are really eager to play someone
else.”
The Trojans concluded last season 5-5 overall and 2-3 in the Mid-States Football
Association, finishing in fourth place.
Although the team had 13 seniors graduate, nine of 11 offensive starters and seven
of 11 defensive starters return.
Senior quarterback Nick Freeman returns after passing for 1,389 yards and 14
touchdowns last year. Freeman completed 55.7 percent of his passes and recorded a
pass efficiency of 115.69.
Running backs sophomore Jake Fidler and senior Taylor Johnson also return, after
recording a combined 801 yards and six touchdowns last season.
Starting wide receivers senior Darvon Blackmon and junior Chris Stutzman return
as well. Blackmon and Stutzman racked up 45 receptions for 504 yards and four touchdowns and 42 receptions for 539 yards and two touchdowns, respectively.
On the defensive side, junior Luke Currens comes back after snaring six interceptions for 278 yards and two touchdowns, while senior Brian Onuselogu returns after
leading the team with 89 tackles.
“We have most of our offense back and our defense is returning most players besides
the defensive line, where I play,” senior Joey Yanaitis said. “What the defensive line
lacks in experience, it will make up for in speed.”
Yanaitis believes the Mid-States Football Association is the toughest conference in

the NAIA, as it includes St. Xavier, the reigning NAIA champions.
The team is taking the season one game at a time, but Freeman is especially looking forward to playing No. 3 Marian at home on Homecoming Weekend and No. 1 St.
Xavier at home on Parents Weekend.
“It will be a great opportunity to beat two of the top teams in the nation in front of
our home crowd,” Freeman said. “The Marion game will be at night, which will also
bring some extra excitement.”
This season, the Trojan s will play four of their 10 games at home on the newly
installed FieldTurf at Jim Wheeler Memorial Stadium.
“FieldTurf increases the speed on the game, so we will need to be able to adjust to
that,” senior defensive back Brett Currens said. “It will be a lot of fun to play on.”
“I enjoy playing on turf because you can make cuts that are almost impossible on
grass,” Yanaitis said. “It’s exciting to know that we won’t have to worry about the
weather making the field hard to play on.”
“Whether we play on grass, turf or dirt we still have a goal to go out there and play
with high effort, emotion, passion and execution,” Onuselogu added.
The Trojans are excited to start the season, and are looking forward to many aspects
of the year.
As the team prepares to face Anderson, Onuselogu is looking forward to the electric
environment.
“The school spirit shown at the Wagon Wheel Game is great to see,” Onuselogu said.
“It would be nice to see that type of turnout and environment consistently throughout
our season as well as for the other teams here at Taylor.”
Game time vs. Anderson is 7:00 p.m. The Trojans’ home opener is on Saturday, Sept.
8 against Iowa Wesleyan. The game starts at 1:00 p.m.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Molly Drooger
YEAR:

Junior

HOMETOWN

Holland, MI

LOCATION ON
CAMPUS:

2EO

NAKENAMES:

Droog Baby

BEST SOCCER
MEMORY:

Late night trips home
from road games

FAVORITE FOOD:

Sweets

FAVORITE
ATHLETE(S):

Tobin Heath

POSITION:

Forward

